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Abstract: A machine vision for assessing and inspecting the ratio of thread areas associated with fixed frequency (FF) and limited 
tracing frequency (LTF) ultrasonic-assisted vibration was presented using differently coated taps after tapping of Ti−6Al−4V alloys. 
Experimental results indicate that TiAlN Micran taps yield the best tapping quality for different coatings and tapping conditions. 
TiAlN Micran coated taps with LTF make the largest improvement over traditional tapping (TT), with an average increase of 30.2 %. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Increasing demand for advanced materials and 
better thread quality have stimulated interest in research 
and the development of new technology for machining. 
Because of the need for fastening in mechanical 
structures, conventional tapping still remains one of the 
most common machining processes for making internal 
threads in finished structural parts. The tapping process 
is widely used in the aerospace, automotive and chemical 
industries. 

Titanium alloys have excellent mechanical 
properties and higher specific strengths than aluminum, 
magnesium and nickel alloys, so titanium alloys are 
widely used in the aerospace, automotive, 
communications, electronics and medical industries. In 
addition, titanium alloys have low thermal conductivity. 
Since it is difficult to reduce heat dissipation and 
titanium alloys have good metal compatibility, the 
tapping process can produce a built-up edge (BUE). 
Owing to the low elastic modulus and high chemical 
activity of titanium alloys, large elastic rebound occurs 
on the processing surface and the relief face of the tap is 
prone to the production of severe frictional torque, which 
can cause small taps to become stuck and break in an 
internally threaded hole. KUO and TSAO [1] suggested a 
tracing frequency system to solve this breakage problem 

in the tapping process. 
In industry, machining without the use of cutting 

fluid is the most efficient way to decrease the need for 
cooling equipment, reduce production costs, and avoid 
injuries to operators. Ti-based coatings are used 
extensively in cutting tools because they have high 
hardness, low coefficient of friction, corrosion resistance 
and high adhesive strength [2−5]. Recently, MoS2 and 
WC/C coatings have attracted increasing interest for 
various applications, because of their low coefficient of 
friction and their affinity to alloy materials such as 
aluminum, titanium and precious metals [6,7]. In some 
cases productivity and tool life can be increased by 20 
[6]. 

KUMABE [8] found that vibration-assisted cutting 
reduces cutting force, improves surface quality, and 
inhibits tool wear. KUMABE and TACHIBANA [9] 
performed vibration-assisted tapping tests on aluminum, 
brass and steel, employing frequencies ranging from 59 
Hz to 105 Hz. They reported that the torque required for 
tapping internal threads was considerably reduced with 
decreases amounting to 1/4 to 2/3 of the conventional 
tapping torques. In ultrasonic-assisted cutting, the chip 
and work face are periodically separated, which leads to 
lower temperature/forces and thereby increases tool life 
[10]. KUO et al [11] showed that ultrasonic-assisted 
vibration allowed a reduction in tapping torque of up to 
23% at resonance frequency. 
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Machine vision systems are finding increasing uses 
in automatic production line applications, such as 
classification, inspection and process control, to ensure 
the quality of products and to increase the efficiency of 
manufacture. SU et al [12] developed an automated 
machine vision measurement system to inspect the 
worn-out micro-drills after the drilling of printed circuit 
boards. CASTEJÓN et al [13] utilized computer vision 
techniques together with classification techniques to 
estimate the wear levels in cutting inserts in order to 
ascertain their ideal replacement frequency. Based on the 
findings of these studies, the use of machine vision for 
the assessment and inspection of the ratio of thread areas 
associated with FF and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
was examined after the tapping of Ti−6Al−4V alloys 
using differently coated taps. 
 
2 Experimental 
 
2.1 Experimental set-up 

A LEADWELL V30 vertical machining center with 
a 5.5 kW spindle drive was used in the tapping tests. All 
tapping tests were conducted without coolant. A vibrator 
was added under the fixture to provide vibration during 
the tapping process. In this tracing frequency system, the 
LabVIEW software program was used to monitor the 
input signal during tapping of Ti−6Al−4V alloys. A 
GPIB card transmitted the signal to a digital pulse 
generator (Tektronix, AFG−310 type). The digital pulse 
generator then generated the sinusoidal wave required by 
the vibration head. Finally, a power amplifier (Lapidary 
& Sonic, LS−600 type) drove the ultrasonic vibration 
head. 

The ultrasonic vibration head and workpiece fixture 
were integrated into the main unit, and fixed firmly in a 
vise. During the tapping process, the ultrasonic vibration 
head vibrates with the workpiece. The natural frequency 
of the workpiece varies when material is removal and 
temperature increases. A pure resistance characteristic 
occurs when resonance takes place in the oscillating 
circuit, so the resistivity is at a minimum, the current is at 
a maximum and the output power is at a maximum. To 
measure the resonance current, an external resistor was 
used via a NI-PCI−6110S DAQ interface card to send the 
measured voltage difference to the LabVIEW monitoring 
program for calculation. After phase compensation, the 
resonance frequency can be determined. Therefore, 
automatic adjustment of the vibration frequency of the 
tapping vibrator can be achieved for the resonance 
condition. The process flow diagram for the entire 
tracing frequency system is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
2.2 Differently coated taps and tapping conditions 

In order to determine the quality of an internal 

 

 

Fig. 1 Process flow diagram for entire tracing frequency system 
 
thread for the tapping processes, three different kinds of 
coated YAMAWA HSS taps (M3.5×0.6 mm) were 
investigated in this study. The first was a tap with TiN 
coating, whilst the other two were taps with TiAlN 
Micran and TiAlN+WC/C Hardlube coatings. The taps 
were coated with these various coatings by physical 
vapor deposition (PVD) using the arc bond sputtering 
technique. The Ti−6Al−4V workpiece was 10 mm in 
diameter and 10 mm in length for all tests. 

In general, conventional tapping actions for internal 
threads can be divided into two types: the first is 
separation (forward-stop-backward-stop) and the second 
is stepping (forward-stop-forward-stop). Spiral and crack 
tapped chips can be obtained by the use of a 
conventional tapping action with ultrasonic-assisted 
vibration but repeated separation or stepping is liable to 
cause small taps to become stuck and break in an 
internally threaded hole. In order to investigate the effect 
of FF and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping on 
the quality of the thread area, direct tapping (no 
backward and stop) was utilized in this study. 

During tapping, spindle speed was constant at 70 
r/min and the input vibration voltages for ultrasonically 
assisted tapping were 300, 500 and 700 V, with 
corresponding amplitudes of 1.37, 2.35 and 3.14 μm, 
respectively. The input frequencies were 17.0 kHz for 
fixed frequency (FF) and 17.0−17.3 kHz for limited 
tracing frequency (LTF). LTF’s tracing frequency range 
was limited to regular resonance within the 17.0−17.3 
kHz range, but the removal of material or the increase of 
temperature can cause the resonance frequency of the 
ultrasonic-assisted vibration system to change. FF and 
LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping and traditional 
tapping (TT) (without a deposited coating deposited or 
ultrasonic-assisted vibration) were compared to 
investigate their respective effects on the ratio of thread 
areas. The factors and levels of the experiment for 
ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping are shown in Table 
1. To maintain precision and accuracy, each set of 
experiments was repeated three times. 
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Table 1 Factors and levels of experiment for ultrasonic- 
assisted vibration tapping 

Tapping type 
Vibration 

 voltage/V 
Vibration 

frequency/kHz 

TT 0 0 

300 17.0 

500 17.0 FF 

700 17.0 

300 17.0−17.3 

500 17.0−17.3 LTF 

700 17.0−17.3 

 
2.3 Calculation of tapped thread area 

The quality of the tapped internal thread can affect 
fastening integrity and life. Machine vision inspection 
precisely measures thread area and profile and also 
decreases inspection time and cost compared with 
conventional manual inspection. 

Firstly, the tapped workpieces were cut in half to 
measure the thread profile and mounted in black-color 
Bakelite. An image of the tapped thread area was 
captured on a 10× digital image tool microscope 
(CURIO VM−99 type). Commercial software (Photo 
Impact 8.0) was used to extract the image data after 
tapping to calculate the thread area. Each thread area 
image was represented by an array of gray scale values 
(0−255) corresponding to the differences in lamination 
density. To obtain the processed image, the pixel value of 
the tapped internal thread zone was set to be 0 (black) 
because it was less than the threshold value, while the 
tooth of the internal thread was set to be 255 (white). The 
proper threshold values were determined by examination 
of the histogram of array values and verified by 
comparing the original and binary images. Using the 
binary images, the tapped internal thread area was 
calculated. In order to increase the accuracy of the 
calculation, the reduction in internal thread area was 
needed. Figure 2 shows the process for the reduced 
binary image of the tapped internal thread area. 

In order to realize the effects on thread area after 
tapping, the ratio of thread areas (i.e. the ratio of the 
thread area of different tapping conditions AT to the 
thread area after manual tapping Am) was calculated to 
more easily analyze and compare the degree of thread 
damage after tapping Ti−6Al−4V workpieces. The 
equation for the ratio of thread areas can be expressed as 
follows:  

m

T

A
A

=ξ                                     (1) 

 

 
Fig. 2 Process for reduced binary image of tapped internal 
thread area 
 

When ξ  approaches 1, the optimal thread quality 
after tapping was obtained. In this study, the thread area 
after manual tapping was 13026 pixels. 
 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Effects of different ultrasonic-assisted vibration 

tapping types on ratio of thread areas 
The effects of different techniques for 

ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping and TT on the ratio 
of thread areas are shown in Fig. 3. The ratio of thread 
areas for LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping is 
better than that for FF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
tapping. In fact, the piezoceramic vibrator is liable to 
cause drifting of resonance frequencies due to the 
removal of material, the increase of the temperature or 
external preloading. LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
effectively solves the problems associated with 
resonance frequency drift. Figure 4 shows a comparison 
of FF (TiN taps) and LTF (TiAlN Micran taps) 
ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping using 700 V of 
voltage in terms of thread profile. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Effects of different techniques for ultrasonic-assisted 
vibration tapping and TT on ratio of thread areas 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of FF (TiN taps) (a) and LTF (TiAlN 
Micran taps) (b) ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping using  
700 V voltage in terms of thread profile 
 
3.2 Effects of different tap coatings on ratio of thread 

area 
Figures 5 and 6 show the correlation ratios for 

thread area and vibration voltage for different coated taps 
for FF and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping and 
TT. From Figs. 5 and 6, it can be seen that the ratio of 
thread areas for FF and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
tapping with different coated taps is larger than that for 
TT. This is because during ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
tapping, the chip and work face are periodically 
separated leading to a reduction in temperature/torque 
and an increase in the quality of tapping. From Fig. 5, it 
can be seen that the ratio of thread areas for TiN coated 
taps increases as vibration voltage increases, until the 
vibration voltage reaches 500 V, when it decreases as 
vibration voltage increases. Similar behavior is exhibited 
by TiAlN Micran taps, as shown in Fig. 5. However, the 
ratio of thread areas for TiAlN+WC/C Hardlube taps 
decreases as vibration voltage increases, until the 
vibration voltage reaches 500 V, when it increases as 
vibration voltage increases. This is due to the coating 
thickness of TiAlN+WC/C Hardlube taps. 

From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the TiAlN Micran 
taps have larger values for ratio of thread areas than TiN 
coated taps and TiAlN+WC/C Hardlube taps. The ratio 
of thread areas for TiAlN Micran taps increases at first as 
vibration voltage increases, until the vibration voltage 
reaches 500 V, when it decreases as vibration voltage  

 

 
Fig. 5 Correlation ratio for thread area and vibration voltage for 
differently coated taps for FF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
tapping and TT 
 

 
Fig. 6 Correlation ratio for thread area and vibration voltage of 
different coated taps for LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
tapping and TT 
 
increases. Similar behavior is exhibited by TiAlN+WC/C 
Hardlube taps, as shown in Fig. 6. This is due to the 
different coefficients of friction for TiN taps, as shown in 
Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows a comparison of TT and LTF 
ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping for TiAlN Micran  

 

 
Fig. 7 Comparison of chip morphology for different coated taps using LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping at input voltage of 
700 V: (a) TiN; (b) TiAlN Micran; (c) TiAlN+WC/C Hardlube 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of TT and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration 
tapping for TiAlN Micran coating at various voltages in terms 
of thread profile: (a) TT, 0 V; (b) LTF, 300 V; (c) LTF, 500 V;  
(d) LTF, 700 V 
 
coating and various voltages in terms of thread profile. 
The ratio of thread areas for TiN taps decreases as 
vibration voltage increases, until the vibration voltage 
reaches 500 V, when it increases as vibration voltage 
increases. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) FF and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration can 
substantially improve the tapping quality of the thread 
area for different tap coatings. FF and LTF type 
ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping yield a larger 
improvement than TT, the ratio of thread areas increases 
by 20.0% and 25.2%, respectively. 

2) FF type ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping 
yields an increase in the ratio of thread areas. TiN coated 
taps give the largest improvement over TT, with an 
average increase of 26.0%. 

3) LTF type ultrasonic-assisted vibration tapping 
increases the ratio of thread areas. TiAlN Micran coated 
taps give the largest improvement over TT, with an 
average increase of 30.2%. 

4) TiAlN Micran taps demonstrate superior tapping 
quality with FF and LTF ultrasonic-assisted vibration. 
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